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Introduction.
Location and Area.
The region discussed in this report includes parts of
Jersey and Calhoun counties, in Illinois. These counties are si-
tuated in the western portion of the state, near the confluence
of the Illinois and Mississippi rivers. Jersey county is bounded
on the north by Green county; on the east by Macoupin and Madison;
on the south by Madison county, the Mississippi and Illinois ri-
vers; and on the west by the Illinois river and Green county.
Calhoun county, lying just west of Jersey, is bounded on the north
by Pike county and the Illinois river; on the east by the Illinois
and Mississippi rivers; and on the south and west by the
Mississippi river.
The part of Jersey county under consideration embraces
only a narrow belt adjacent to the Illinois and Mississippi rivers,
extending from the mouth of Otter Creek, on the Illinois, to the
village of Chautauqua, on the Mississippi. nearly the whole of
exc ept
Calhoun county is included in this discus sion, A a small area in the
extreme northern and southern parts.
The waters of -che Illinois and Mississippi rivers have ex
cavated deep valleys through this region and have exposed in their
banks the entire Paleozoic section from the Coal Measure beds of
the Pennsylvanian to the "lower Magnesian Limestone" of the Ordovi-
cian. These great valleys, together with the deformations of the
region, afford the geological student one of the most favorable
fields for study in Illinois.
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Earlier Geological Work.
The earliest paper dealing with the Geology of this re-
gion was published in 1866* by A. H. Worthen, who at that time was
State Geologist of Illinois. In describing the physical features
(Worthen: Geol. Surv. of Illinois Vol. 1)
of the state Worthen referred to tne structure of this region. He
also included the counties of Calhoun and Jersey in his general dis
cussion of the stratigraphy of the state. In the same report there
is given a section of the of tite strata exposed along the Missis-
sippi river from the northern boundary of the state to Cairo, in
later volumes of the Illinois Geological Survey reports the Geology
of Jersey* and Calhoun** counties is discussed at some length.
*( Worthen: Geol. Surv. of Illinois Vol. 3, pp.lo4-121, 1868 )
(tforthen: Geol. Surv. of Illinois Yol. 4, pp. 1-23, 187o )
In 1884, Charles McAdams 2 collected some Pleistocene fos-
sils in this region, and gave a brief report of his studies to tne
St. Louis Academy of Science.
2 (McAdams: St.Louis Acad, of Science Vol.4, pp. LXXIX-LXXXI
1884 )
In 1894, Prof. C. W. Rolfe J of The Department of Geology
in. the University of Illinois, gave the altitude of a number of
points in Calhoun and Jersey counties in his paper on a "List of
Altitudes in the State of Illinois."
8 (Rolfe: Bulletin 111. State Lab. Hat. Hist. Vol. IV. 1894)
In 1899, Frank Leverettf described in a general way the
drainage and glaciation in this region, in his discussion of the
"Illinois Glacial Lobe."
4 (Leverett: U. S. G. Monograph XXXVII. 1899)

Prof. Stuart \7eller has given a brief description of tho
Geology of southern Calhoun county*, and has compared the geologic
section at Hamburg, Illinois, with that at Glen Park, Missouri.**
*(Weller: 111. Geol. Surv. Bulletin 4, pp. 219-233, 19o7. )
-*(Weller: Trans. St. Louis Acad. Science Vol. XVI. pp. 475-471
19o6. )
Scope of the Work.
The purpose of This paper is, first, to describe the
stratigraphy of the Devonian rooks occurring in this region, and to
correlate these with the Devonian strata in other localities; and,
second, to discuss briefly the physiograpnic features of the area.
General Structure of the Region.
Throughout central and southern Illinois the strata lie,
with few exceptions, in an almost horizontal position, but in Cal-
houn and Jersey counties there has occurred a profound deformation
of the rocks which has brought to the surface a number of forma-
tions which, in other parts of the state, lie at a depth of many
hundreds of feet. The disturbance to whicn the elevation or the
lower rocks is due, resulted in the production of a great fault ex-
tending from Dogtown Landing on the Mississippi river, eastward
across Calhoun county, and continuing into Jersey county for some
distance east of Grafton.
The fault appears on the west side of the latter county
in the southeast quarter of section 9, township 6 north, range 13
west, on the farm now owned by Mr. Levi Simpson. From this point
it can be followed to the Brussels Ferry, near the boundary line

4between sections 13 and 14, townsnip 6 north, rango 13 west. Bet-
ween this point and the creek flowing into the Mississippi near
the eastern boundary of section 14, twonship b north, range 12 west
the fault line was not seen, but the inclined edges of tne Ordovi-
cian strata outcrop along the bluff in this vicinity.
The upthrow is on the north side of the fault line. South
of this line the strata are horizontal except along a belt adjacent
to the fault. Here they are inclined southward at an angle of abou
35° their edges having been dragged upward by the upward movement
of the rocks on the upthrow side. The updragged edges of the stra-
ta on the south side of the fault line are shown in figure 1.
The throw of this fault is greatest at Dogtown Landing on
river
the Mississippi^ being sufficient to bring the "Lower Magnesian Lime
stone" above the level of low water in the river. The total dis-
placement at this point is about 72o feet. This throw decreases to
wards the east, so that one and one -half miles east of the river it
does not much exceed 28 o feet.
In the river bluff near the southwest corner of Jersey
county the throw again increases to more than 4oo feet. About 4o
feet of the Trenton beds are here exposed above the the floodplain
on a level with the Missis sippian beds only a short distance away.
From this point eastward the upward displacement of the beds decrea
ses with slight undulations and minor faults until, at the Powder
Works east of Grafton, the Mississippian strata furm the entire
river bluff.
In the vicinity of Grafton the disturbance seems to have
taken the form of an anticline with the axis extending in a general
east -west direction. This interpretation is based upon the fact
that at a point about three-quarters of a mile north-east of

Figure 1.
Up -drag of Missis sippian limestone at the west
end of xhe fstilt
, in Jersey county.

6Grafton, along the Grafton-Jerseyville road, the Devonian rocks lie
about one hundred feet higher than they do in the town. South of
the point above mentioned tho strata may be seen dipping gently
southward while to the north of this point the beds are inclined
gently northward, so that the entire section of the Mississippian
system is passed over inascending the hill through a vertical dis-
tance of 17o feet.
This anticlinal structure may, in part, be caused by the
dragging downward of the edges of the strata adjacent to the fault
line on the north or upthrow side by the same movement that caused
the strata on the downthrow side to be dragged upward. On this
account the strata on the north or upthrow side would dip southward
for some distance from the fault line, while at a greater distance
from the line of disturbance, beyond the influence of the down -drag
ging action, the general northward dip of the strata due to the up-
throw would prevail.
Leverett* states that the highest points along the bluff
in the vicinity of Grafton are 4oo feet above the river, and that
these are 2oo feet higher than the general level of the country
lying to the north of the belt of disturbance.
*(Leverett, F.I..: 111. Glacial Lobe, Monograph 38, U.S.G.S.
1899. )

7St rat igraphy.
The rocks occurring in this region range in age from the
Lower Magnesian limestone of the Ordovician, to the Pennsylvanian.
The Coal Measure beds of the Pennsylvanian system occur only in the
extreme southern part of Calhoun county and in the eastern part of
Jersey county.
The Ordovician System.
Lower Magnesian Limestone: This formation was not seen by the wri-
ter on account of the high water in the river at the time this loca-
lity was visited. One fourth mile north of Dogtown Landing, a thick
ness of three or four feet is said to be exposed in the river bank
during periods of low water.
St. Peter Sandstone: This formation outcrops between West Point and
Dogtown Landings to a thickness of about Ibo feet. A view of the
sandstone ledge exposed near the latter place is given as figure 2.
The strata show the same characteristics here as at Starved Rock and
at other points in Illinois where a considerable thickness of this
where
sandstone is exposed. The rock^weathered is easily broken and re-
duced to sand without the use of the hammer. The weathered surface
is dirty gray in color, but on fresh fractures it has a white, su-
gar-like appearance. The rock was formerly quarried here and uti-
lized for glass making.
Joachim Limestone: This is a brown or huff magnesian limestone, ly-
ing above the St. Peter, and has a thickness of about 75 feet.

Figure 2.
Exposure of St. Peter Sandstone a short distance north
of the fault line, near Dogtown Landing, Calhoun county,
Illinois.
_

9Plattin Limestone; The Piatt in limestone immediately succeeds tne
Joachim, and attains a thickness of about 100 feet. It is a fine,
close grained limestone and is well exposed in the tipper part of
the quarry face at West Point Landing as shown in figure 3.
Kimmswick Limestone:
This formation overlies the Plattin limestone and is ex-
posed for some distance along the wagon road on the west side of
Calhoun county. Along Madison creek it has a thickness of about 50
feet. On the west side of Jersey county it forms the base of the
bluff just north of the fault line, the thickness here amounting to
about 40 feet.
A short distance east of the point where the Batchtown-
Hamburg road crosses Madison creek, the contact of the Eimmswick
with the Maquoketa shale is seen. The contact is marked by a
layer of dark red, residuary clay a few inches in thickness. This
formation may be seen for a distance of several feet along the creek
bank, and represents the Post -Eimmswick period of erosion.
Maquoketa Shale; The Uaquoketa shale has a widespread distribution
in the region under discussion. It outcrops on both sides of Cal-
houn county, and appears for several miles along the west and south
sides of Jersey county. At the bottom there occur somewhat sandy,
indurated bands that resist weathering more effectively than the
upper layers. The appearance of this basal portion of the Maquo-
keta beds, exposed along Madison creek in section 8, township IE
south, range 2 west, is shown in figure 4. The upper part of this
formation consists of quite soft shale, of a greenish color. The
entire thickness varies from 75 to 100 feet. The formation has
it
been observed in both counties, and in the area of its outcrop im-
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Figure 3.
Quarry at West Point Landing, Calhoun county,
Illinois. The Joachim limestone occurs in the
lower portion, Piattin limestone in the upper
part.

11.
presses itsel- strongly on the topocraphy.
The Silurian System.
The Niagara Limestone: The Silurian system is represented in this
region by the Niagara limestone or dolomite, which is always found
in this region resting upon the Maquoketa. This rock is in most
places a yellowish magnesian limestone, but at Hamburg, and also a
short distance north of Hardin, in Calhoun county, the lithology
is quite different, being that of a rather white, hard, sub -crys-
talline limestone.
Weller* has raised the question as to wheter or not this
*(Weller: 111. Geol. Surv. Bull. No. 4, p. 2£5. )
white limestone belongs to the Niagara series, but in a small col-
lection of fossils made at Hardin, Pentamerus oblongus occurs, and
this same diagnostic Uiagaran brachiopod is also found in the white
limestone at Hamburg, on the Mississippi side of the county. On
the basis of this evidence it is certain that the limestone is of
Uiagaran age, the absence of dolomitization of the rAek at these
points being due to local conditions affecting these areas probably
during the time these beds were laid down.
The Niagara dolomite attains a thickness of 70 to 80 feet
and, like the underlying Maquoketa shale, it has a wide distribu-
tion, being one of the important formations in this locality. A
characteristic exposure of this formation is seen in figure 10.
At the top of the Niagara is a layer of weathered arena-
ceous, and more or less shaly material, 3 to 6 inches thick, in
which lie loosely many coralla of Cyst iphyHum . The materials of

"Figure 4.
Basal portion of the Maouoketa shale exposed
along Madison creek, Calhoun comity, Illinois.
A few rods below this point the contact with
the Kimmswick limestone may "be seen.
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this zone were largely derived from the weathering of the rocks du-
ring the land period that intervened "between the time of deposition
of the last of the Silurian and the earliest of the Devonian sedi-
ments. It thus represents the products of Post Uiagaran rock decay,
which were respread "by the waves when the Devonian sea invaded the
area. The character of the material composing this zone may he
seen in figure 15.
The Devonian System.
The Devonian system is represented by a limestone of
somewhat varying lithology, which has a maximum thickness of about
18 feet, In some localities it is shaly at the base passing upward
into a hard, crystalline limestone having a brown to yellowish
color. In other places a dense phase occurs at the bottom, which i£
succeeded by cherty layers. The top almost everywhere shows a
weathered, much ironstained zone. At a few points there occurs in
the uppermost part a layer of quart zite a few inches in thickness.
Worthen* correlated the Devonian of this portion of the
*(Worthen: 111. Geol. Surv. Vol. IV. p. 8, 1870. )
state with the Hamilton Group of lew York, and Weller** has sug-
gested its correlation with some part of the Devonian of Iowa.
**(Weller: 111. Geol. Surv. Bull. Ho. 4. p. 225, 1907. )
When present, the Devonian strata rest unconformably upon the Uia-
garan. In some places the Devonian beds have been removed, if they
ever were present, so that the Uiagara is succeeded by strata of
Mississippian age.
Owing to local folding and faulting in this region, the
*
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elevation of the Devonian strata in the bluffs bordering the rivers
varies considerably within short distances. On account of its
slight thickness it makes no impress upon the physiography of the
region, separate from the associated Hiagara beds. The character
of the Devonian strata of this region is shown in figure s 14 and
16.
The Mississippian System.
The Mississippian strata succeed the Devonian, where the
latter had not been previously removed, and they overlie the Silu-
rian where the pre -Mississippian denudation was sufficient to re-
move all of the Devonian strata. The rocks occurring in the basal
portion of the Mississippian vary throughout the area, and will he
discussed in connection with the detailed Devonian sections. Suf-
fice it to say that the Louisiana Limestone, the Gfen Park limestone
and the Kinderhook shale, respectively, represent the lowest member
of the Mississippian system at different points in this region.
The Louisiana Limestone; This is a brittle, fine -grained^ drab
colored limestone lying immediately above the Devonian beds at se-
veral localities. It is sometimes separated from the Devonian strata
"by a layer of greenish shale, about one foot in tnickness. A thick
ness of several feet of this limestone was seen overlying the Devo-
nian in an exposure a short distance south of Otter creek, on the
west side of Jersey county. Weathered fragments were present,
above the Devonian in an outcrop 7 l/2 miles south of Hardin, in
section 35, township 11 north, range 2 west, in Calhoun county.
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This limestone also occurs, overlying one foot of green shale, at
Hamburg on the west side of tne county, where the section, desig-
nated K, was made.
Glen Park Limestone: A thin layer of this oolitic formation
occurs in Jersey county, overlying the Devonian in the exposures in
the sections designated R. and T. It also occurs at Hamburg, where
it overlies the Louisiana limestone. An exposure of the Glen Park
formation is snown in figure 13.
Kinderhook Shale: The Kinderhook shale is bluish to greenish in
color and, on weathering, often appears black and fissile. An ex-
posure near Grafton, in Jersey county, much resembled the Hew Alba-
ny shale of Indiana in its general appearance. Fossils are rare,
only a single valve of a species of Lingula having been found.
Pyritic concretions occur in abundance at some norizons. The thick-
ness of xnis shale is estimated at 40 to 50 feet. The characteris-
tic appearance and mode of weathering of this formation is shown in
figure 12.
In the present investigation no detailed study was made
of the Mississippian formations other than those immediately over-
lying the Devonian beds. A very general statement of the succes-
sion and thickness of the several Mississippian formations in this
region is given below.
Formations of the Mississippian
System in Calhoun and Jersey counties.
Kinderhook Shale: This formation consists of a bed of bluish to
green shale often appearing black on weathering; having an average
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thickness of 40 to 50 feet. This shale contains a species of Lin-
gula, and numerous pyritio concretions, some of wnicn resemble
heads of crinoids with attached stems.
Choteau Limestone: This limestone is usually rather thin bedded
and somewhat concretionary. It occurs at several points in Calhoun
and Jersey counties. An excellent outcrop of this limestone, and
the underlying shale, may be seen in the shale pit north of Grafton
a view of which is shown in figure 5.
Burlington Limestone: This is a coarsely crystalline, crinoidal
limestone, with many intercalated thin bands of chert. On the
weathering of this formation there is left a residue of reddish
clay in wnich are imbedded numerous chert fragments, giving a cha-
racteristic talus. Spirifer grimesi was found in a limestone frag-
ment at the shale pit ashort distance north of Grafton.
Keokuk Limestone: Traces of the Keokuk limestone have been found
in the vicinity of the upthrow on tne north side of the fault line,
near the Mississippi river, but no good exposure of the rocks of
this formation were seen.
St. Louis Limestone: This formation occurs over a considerable
area in the southern part of Calhoun county. Above the joint
planes in this limestone there are developed numerous sink holes.
These are very characteristic features of the topography of the re-
gion immediately underlain by the St. Louis limestone. A view of
Mississippian strata as they are exposed in the bluffs of the
Mississippi river is shown in figure 6.
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Figure 5.
Kinderhook shale, forming the cavern, overlain
by Choteau limestone. One mile northeast of
Grafton, Jersey county, Illinois.
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The Pennsylvanian System.
Before the deposition of the Pennsylvanian rocks in this
region faulting movements began. The Mississippian rocks on the
upthrow side of the fault plane were leveled down "by erosion, prior
to the deposition of Pennsylvanian strata, to such an extent that
the Pennsylvanian beds north of the fault line were deposited upon
the Burlington limestone, while on the south or downthrow side the
Pennsylvanian strata rest upon the St. Louis limestone. Later
movement along this fault line has raised the basal sand stone
formation of the Pennsylvanian system 200 feet higher on the north
side of the fault line than on tne south side. Ho coal beds occur
in the region now under consideration.
Tertiary.
Ho traces of the Lafayette (Pliocene ) deposits were found.
At the top of the quarry east of Grafton tnere occurs a thin layer
of sticky red clay containing small rock fragments, among wnich
are many black, rounded pebbles of chert. This is probably resi-
dual material that . remaindd from the decay of the Mississippian
limestones which were here formerly present above the Devonian.
Glacial boulders occur in this deposit, and imbedded in it have
also been found remains of Pleistocene mammals. A photograph of a
tooth of Mastodon productus which was taken from this layer, now
in possession of Mr. James Lindsay of Grafton, is shown in figure
11.
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Figure 6. A characteristic "bluff of Mississippian limestone
forming the north bluff of the Mississippi river valley
near Chautauqua, Jersey county. Photo by Mrs.Ulrich,
Grafton, Illinois.
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Quaternary.
Drift, In a ravine a short distance north of the stone quarry-
east or Grafton, in Jersey county, a number of glacial boulders
were found. These included several varieties of granite, schist,
and gneiss, as well as many specimens of darker colored ferro-mag-
nesian rocks. Figure 7 shows one of the glacial boulders seen in
this locality.
Three and one -half miles north of Batchtown there were
found along the wagon road, thirty feet above the level of the
Mississippi river floodplain, four boulders of crystalline rock va-
rying from 3 to 8 inches in diameter. There thus seems little
doubt that at some time in the glacial period, prooaoly during the
Illinoi8n stage, the ice covered tne whole of this area. The ice
in this region was probably thin and it did not remove all of the
residual material from the surface of the ledges over which it
moved. A few ice -borne boulders and pebbles of crystalline rock
were left mingled with the residual mantle that covered the pre-
glacial surface, as seen in the deposit above the Devonian ledge
at Grafton.
Loess. Along the bluffs bordering the east side of both the
Illinois and tne Mississippi rivers the loess deposits are deep,
burying the older rock formations oeneath a clay mantle from ten
to fifty feet thick. The face of a loess bluff exposed in section
5, township 11 south, range 2 west, is shown in figure 8. The wes-
terly winds prevailing in this latitude are responsible for the ac-
cumulation or the loess on the east side or the rivers to a much
greater extent than on the west. Doubtless much of this fine mate-

Figure 7.
Crystalline boulder lying in ravine near Grafton.
Uiagara blocks are seen near it.
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rial was gatnered by the winds from the flood plains of tneso
streams and deposited on the leeward bluffs where the velocity of
the air currents was checked. As is usual in the loess covered
area the deposits are thickest on the banks immediately bordering
the east side of the rivers, and they gradually thin out at a dis-
tance from the streams. The loess deposits along the Mississippi
river have greatly modified the topography, smoothing down the
more rugged features and covering the underlying formations to such
an extent that good rock exposures are few.
Description of the Devonian Strata.
In the study of the Devonian strata in this region the
fossils were carefully broken out from the successive layers in
many of the exposures. These were kept separate and are listed
under the various members of the sections given below. The purpose
of this detailed collection and study of the fossils was to deter-
mine the vertical range of the fossils, and to distinguish those
species that were characteristic of the successive horizons or
zones in the Devonian beds. The correlation of the Devonian strata
in this region with those of the Devonian in other localities could
also be more accurately made when the succession of the Devonian
faunules was known.
Fossils were also collected from the talus slopes at a
number of points. Such localities often furnished good specimens
of the various species, but these were kept separate, and were not
used in determining the faunal succession.
«
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The character and the strat igraphic relations of the
Devonian deposits in this region will be brought out in the follow-
ing detailed sections. In these sections the relative abundance
of the species of fossils in the various rock layers is indicated
the
in the lists tinder the several members of the sections byAletters
r (= rare ), c ( = common), a (= abundant ) or va (= very abundant )
following the names.
Detailed Sections.
I.
Exposures in Jersey County .
In the quarry in the east part of the town of Grafton
the following section, designated A. is well exposed:
A. 5. Fine-grained, yellow colored loess - - - - -25 to 30 feet.
A. 4. Ledge of shaly limestone, weathering into tnin irregular
layers ------------ — - — 2 feet 9 inches.
Crinoid stems r,
Atrypa reticularis r,
Schyzophoria striatula r,
Glossites cf. teretis r,
Modiomorpha mytiloides ? r,
Hucula bellistriata r,
Paleoneilo plana r,
Phthonia cylindrica r.
A. 3. Shaly material, much weathered, and yellowisn in color,
Gystiphyllum conifolli s a,*
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A. 2. Shaly material varying in oolor from yellow to dark-6 inches
This layer contains small rock fragments and is imper-
fectly separated from the overlying layer containing Cysti -
phyHum .
A. 1. Yellowish colored dolomite (Hiagara-) - - - - 50 feet.
A view of the ledge described in tne foregoing section is
shown in figure 9. The collection of fossils made at this
point,and in the following sect ion, is interesting because it
contains a number of small lamellibranchs which were not found
elsewhere in the two counties.
In a quarry a few rods east of the one described in sec-
tion A. the following rock layers are exposed. The section is de-
signated B.
B. 4. Loess ---------------------SO feet.
B. 3'. Ledges of brownish limestone, in places massive, separating
into layers of 4 to 12 inches in thickness - 4 feet 10 inches.
This ledge was locally quite fossiliferous in the upper
were
part. Crinoid remains ^aBundant in places^ on the surface
of the upper layer.
Crinoid stems a,
Bryozoa r,
Atripa reticularis c,
Schizophoria striatula r,
Spirifer euryteines c,
Spirifer iowaensis c
,
Spirifer subvaricosus r,
*Stropheodonta perplana a,
Glossites cf. teretis r.
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Figure 9.
Exposure of Niagara dolomite overlain by about 3 feet
of Devonian limestone, which is in turn covered "by a
thickness of 20 feet of loess.
4
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Paleoneilo plana r,
Ptyctodus calceolus c.
* There were found here shells nrach resembling Stropneodonta per -
plana t but which are slightly more convex in shape and have alter-
nating striae, every third to sixth striation being larger and shar
per than those between them. The fact that Stropneodonta perplana
with normal striations occurs here suggests that the type of shell
having alternating striae should be considered a variety of that
species. This shell somewhat resembles Stropneodonta inae quistri -
ata
, hut is much flatter than the typical shell of that species.
B. 2. Yellow colored zone of shaly,weathered material containing
numerous speciaens of Cyst iphyllum americanum - - 4 inches.
B. 1. Yellowish colored, magnesian limestone (Hiagara-J 50 feet.
The formations exposed in this section are shown in figure 10.
Hear the east side of the quarry described under section
B. a layer of residual material of sticky red clay containing rock
fragments of various kinds, may be seen overlying the Devonian beds
which here show a sandy, somewhat spongy layer in the upper part.
Among the rock fragments small,rounded,black pebbles of chert are
most abundant. Igneous boulders bearing glacial markings were also
found. The joints in the Devonian strata are filled with the red
clay, but the Joints of the underlying Biagara dolomite often con-
tain a clay of a greenish color.
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Figure 10.
Exposure of Niagara dolomite near Grafton,
Jersey county, Illinois. The Devonian lime-
stone occurs in a narrow zone in the upper
part of the ledge. The line of contact is
marked A. in the picture.
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Section of strata exposed along tne creek, in the
Jerseyville Hollow three -fourths or a mile northeast of Craft on,
described as R:
R. 7. Mississippian limestone, including both the Burlington and
the Choteau formations. Be&s of the former outcrop nearly
to the top of the nill at the Odd Fellows' Cemetery, and fur-
nisn much chert to the weatnered slopes. Spirifer grime si
was found in this limestone. The Choteau limestone immediate-
ly overlies member R. 6 below. A ledge about 30 feet in thick
ness may be seen at the shale bank. The line of contact bet-
ween the Choteau and the Burlington was not seen. The Choteau
limestone is rather thinly bedded and contains many chert
The is
bands. A combined thickness of these format ions^about 170 feet.
Figure 5 shows the character of this formation.
R. 6. Bluish colored shale containing nodules of pyrite, occurring
in layers of varying thickness, Where recently exposed by ex-
cavation it sometimes appears quite massive. The shale out-
cropping along the creek below the excavation is darker in
color and, on weathering, splits into tnin laminae like the
Hew Albany shale of Indiana as snown in figures 5 and 12
about- - -- - - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -25 feet.
R. 5. A few rods down the stream from the shale bank the water
falls over a ledge, of highly fossiliferous, somewnat oSlitic,
shaly limestone of a dark color. This layer is shown in
figure 13. The limestone contains fossils described by
Weller* as the Glen Park Fauna ---------8 inches.
*(Weller: Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sei. Vol. XVI p. 464)

Figure 11.
Tooth of Mastodon productus found in red pebbly
the
clay at the "bottom of 30 feet of loess inAquarry
at Grafton. Tooth now in possession of James
Lindsay, Grafton, Illinois.
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Figure 12.
Kin&erhook shale. The weathering into fissile
hits is shown, resembling "Black Shale" of
Indiana. One mile northeast of Grafton,
Jersey county, Illinois.
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Camarotoechia sp. c,
Chonetes glenparkensis c,
Chonetes sp. c,
Cryptonella sp. r,
Delthyris missouriensis c,
Eunella compressa (? ) r,
Orthothetes chemungensis r,
Rhipidomella sp. e,
Spirifer jeffersonensis c,
Platyceras
;
several species c.
R. 4. Band of nonfossiliferous shale not unlike the shale of
member R. 6 above -------------1 foot 3 inches.
R. 3. About £00 feet down the stream from R. 4 the water falls
over a ledge of limestone about 18 inches in height. At the
top of this ledge were found numerous shells of Stropheodonta
perlplana
,
Atrypa reticularis
.
and a few specimens of
Schizphoria striatula . From this point down the stream for
50 or 60 feet this limestone occurs in the bant. The total
thickness exposed is about ----------4 feet.
See figure 14.
R. 2. Layer of reddish^weathered material containing numerous
coralla of CystiphyHum shown in figure 15. At the base of
this member may be seen the contact of the Devonian and the
Hiagara strata inches.
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Figure 13.
Glen Park limestone. The stream falls over a
layer of this limestone eight inches in thick-
ness, below which is a layer of shale fifteen
inches thick. One mile northeast of Grafton,
Jersey county, Illinois.
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Figure 14.
Devonian limestone snowing the characteristic
weathering of this formation, one mile north-
east of Grafton, Jersey county, Illinois.
1
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R. 1. Yellow colored; Niagara dolomite, occurring along the
stream bed all the way from tnis point to Grafton, a dis-
tance of about three -fourths of a mile. Immediately below
the exposure of the Cystiphyllum zone,shown in figure 15 j
the stream falls over a ledge of dolomite 18 inches in height,
and a short distance further down tho stream there is another
fall of 7 or 8 feet.- ---------- about 40 feet.
In the foregoing section R. 2 and R. 3 embrace all of
the Devonian strata present in this locality. The overlying Glen
Parle limestone of Kinderhook age in unusually well developed.
Along a tributary of Mason's Creek in the southwest
quarter of section b, township 6 north, range 12 west, the follow-
ing section was made, designated T:
T. 5. Layer of somewhat shaly, arenaceaous limestone, more or less
oGlitic,with thin alternating zones of darker and lighter color,
passing upward into a limestone (Glen Park limestone )
----__-_--_--_._______2 feet 6 inches.
Athyris missouriensis a,
Camarotoechia sp. c,
Chonetes glenparkensis a,
Crypt one11a sp. c,
Spirifer jeffersonensis a,
Platyceras sp. c,
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Figure 15.
Contacx between Niagara and Devonian about one
mile northeast of Grafton, Jersey county, The
end of the hammer handle indicates the weathered
zone containing numerous specimens of Cystinhyllum .
These appear white in the photograph.
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T. 4. Bluish -gray siiale ; no fossils seen - -- -- -- 9 inches.
Probably a phase of T. 5 above.
T. 3. Yellowish-gray^ somewhat magnesian limestone, subsandy near
the "base. Zone of numerous shells of Stropheodonta near the
top. Atrypa hystrix, Atrypa reticularis, and Spirifer
iowaensis common near the base ------8 to 9 feet.
Bryozoa r.
Atrypa hystrix a.
Atrypa reticularis a.
Atrypa spinosa c f
Cranaena iowaensis r.
Pentamerella arata r.
Pholidostrophia iowaensis a.
Schizophoria striatula r.
Spirifer iowaensis a.
Spirifer subvaricosus c.
Stropheodonta demissa a.
Stropneodonta perplana a.
Platyceras sp. r.
Phacops rana r.
Ptyctodus calceolus r.
T. 2. Yellowish colored dolomite (Niagara )----_ 70 feet.
T.
Along the wagon road in section 22, townsnip 7 north,
range 3 west, a thickness of 10 to 13 feet of Devonian limestone
is exposed, tne top of the ledge "being about 22 feet above the
floodplain or Coon Creek. From a small collection of fossils made
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here, the following were identified:
Cyathophyllum sp. a,
Bryozoa c
,
Atrypa hystrix c
,
Atrypa spinosa r,
Cyrt ina umbonata c
,
Pentamerella arat
a
r,
Pholidostrophia iowaensis c t
Schizophoria striatula a,
Spirifer iowaensis c,
Spirifer subvaricosus c
,
Stropheodonta demissa a,
riatyceras cf . echinatum r,
Phacops rana r.
In the "bank of a creek about one half mile southeast of
the foregoing outcrop, there was seen a ledge of the same lime-
stone, 12 to 15 feet thick. At this place the basal layer of the
Devonian consisted of weatnered material containing many simple
corals belonging to the genus Cyst iphyHum . This Cyst ipnyHum
zone is generally the basal layer of the Devonian in Jersey county.
The most nortnern point at whicn the Devonian beds were observed
in Jersey county was in section 9, township 7 north, range 13
west. At tnis place a tnickness or about 15 feet of this formation
is exposed along a small creek, where it is overlain by about 4
feet of tne thin-bedded, brittle,Louisiana limestone. This exposure
is designated on me sketch map as T. 3.
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II.
Exposures in Calhoun County.
Hear the residence of Mr. Hortland^about six miles soutn
of Hardin, the following strata are exposed, described below as
section D.
D. 10. Kinderhook shale slope --------- 40 to 50 feet.
D. 9. Fragments of Louisiana limestone scattered about on tne
surface of (8 ).
D. 8. Layer of hard >iron-stained limestone, witn few fossils.
-_--__----____-____--_l foot 9 incnes.
Cyathophyllum sp. occurs near the base.
D. 7. Layer of gray limestone, locally containing many simple
corals near the top. --------------- 9 inches.
Cyathophyllum sp. a, Cyrt ina umbonata a.
D. 6. Ledge of brownish-gray limestone, imperfectly separated
into two layers ----------------- 11 inches.
Cyathophyllum sp. r,
Atrypa reticular ies a,
Cyrt ina hamirconensis r,
Cyrt ina umbonata va,
Pentamerella arat
a
r,
Pholidostrophia iowaensis r,
Productella spinulicosta r,
Spirifer euryteines c,
Stropneodonta demissa c,
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Conooardium sp. r,
Platyceras echinatum r f
D. 5. Massive layer of gray to "brownish limestone, in places sepa-
rated into layers 8 to 10 inches thick ------ 2 feet.
Alveolites goldfussi r,
Cyathopfcyllum sp. a,
Bryozoa a,
Atrypa hystrix c
,
Atrjrpa reticularis c t
Atrypa spinosa c,
Cranaena iowens is r,
Orthothetes chemungensis r,
Pholidostrophia iowaensis c,
Productella spinulicosta a,
Productella subalata a,
Schizophoria macfarlani r,
Schizophoria striatula a t
Spirifer euryteines a
,
Spirifer subvaricosus c
t
*Spirifer worthen
i
r,
Stropneodonta demissa a,
Tentaculites bellulus
.
r,
Platyceras thetis r
.
Phacops rana r.
*Uote : Spirifer wortheni Hall should probably be considered a vari
at ion of Spirifer iowaensis in which the cardinal areas are more
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arched and tne beaks more incurved than is usual in the shells of
that species. This opinion is based upon the ract that out of at
least a hundred specimens or Spirifer iowaensis collected from all
parts of this region, only two shells were found tnat correspond
with Hall's species S. wocfcheni , wnich was described from shells
the
sent to him from this locality. The proportions of^shells of
S. iowaensis are very variable in the width and curvature of tnc
cardinal area. The shell identified as Spirifer worthen
i
in the
foregoing list has a more incurved beak tnan tne specimen in the
Paleontological collection of the University which was verified
by Hall and Clarke, in 1892, as Spirifer worthen
i
Hall. A series
of shells of Spirifer iowaensis can be selected wnich grades per-
fectly into the form described by Hall as Spirifer wortheni .
D. 4. Layer of very fossiliferous, gray limestone - - 7 inches.
Aulacophyllum sp . c
,
Bryosoa r,
Atrypa hystrix a,
Atrypa reticularis c,
Pholidostropnia iowaensis c,
Productella subalata r,
Schizophoria striatula va,
Spirifer euryteines a,
Spirifer iowaensis a,
Spirifer subvaricosus r,
Stropeodonta demissa r,
Tentaculites bellu2mr.
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D. 3. Massive layer of very fossiliferous , gray to yellowish-
brown limestone, weathering into three indistinct layers
_____-_--_-----------l foot 6 inches.
Cyathophyllmn sp. c,
Roemingeria cf . cornnta r,
Bryozoa c,
Atrypa reticularis c
,
Atrftpa spinosa c,
Cranaena iowensis r t
Cyrt ina hamiltonensis r,
Cyrtina umbonata c,
Pholidostrophia iowaensis va,
Productella spinalicosta c,
Prodxictella subalat
a
e,
Schizophoria striatnla r,
Spirifer snbvaricosns r,
Stropheodonta demissa va,
Platyceras dnmoaum r,
Platyceras echinatnm c,
Phacops rana c
,
Proetns occidens r.
D. 2. Layer of hard, brown limestone ------ 1 foot 9 inches.
Roemingera cf. cornuta r,
Striatopora rugosa r,
Crinoid segments c,
Bryozoa r,
Atrfrpa reticularis
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Orthothete3 chemungensis c,
Phol idostroph ia iowaensis c,
Spirifer euryteines r,
Stropheodonta demissa r.
a
D. 1. Layer of very hard y brownish limestone, withAband of cherty
material ----------------1 foot 7 inches.
Atrypa reticularis r,
Orthothetes ohemungensis c,
Pentamerella micula r,
Spirifer subvaricosus r,
Stropheodonta demissa r.
Section of strata exposed at the rear of the residence
of Mr. John Enese, three and one -half miles south of Hardin.
E. 10. Ledge of very fine grained, brittle limestone, in layers
from 4 to b inches thick, becoming more shaly in the tipper
part and overlain by a Ded of greenish gray shale (Louisiana
limestone ) 6 to 8 feet.
B. 9. Massive layer of yellowish-gray, granular limestone, with
a one- to two- inch quartz band at the top. - - £ feet 4 inches.
B. 8. Gray, impure, granular limestone, wnich weathers into thin
flakes- foot i inch.
B. 7. Massive ledge of coarse, gray, granular to subcrystalline
limestone, in imperfectly separated layers respectively 7, 21,
r
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and 16 inches thick. Cyrtina umbonata is present in the Tipper
two layers. -----------------3 feet 8 inches.
E. 6. Massive layer of pray, coarse, sub -crystalline limestone,
imperfectly separated into two subequal bands without chert
nodules, Dtit containing many corals - - - - 2 feet 5 inches.
Acervularia davidsoni and other fossils common.
E. 5. Massive, layer of fine grained cherty limestone -3 feet 9 inches
Cladopora cryptodens r.
Cyst ipnyHum sp. c.
Favosites sp. c.
Crinoid stems c,
Dolatocrinus sp. r.
Penestella vera c.
Bryozoa c.
Atrypa reticularis c.
Spirifer subvaricosus c.
Phacops rana r.
E. 4. Layer of rether massive, cnerty, fine-grained limestone which
weathers into thin bits --------- -
_i foot 10 incnes.
Spirifer iowaensis c.
E. 3. Ledge of yellowish -brown, rather fine-grained, impure lime-
E. 2. Narrow zone of yellowish-brown, subsandy limestone containing
numerous simple corals. Clearly unconformable over number
Cystiphyllum americanum a.
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B. 1. Very hard, fine-grained, non-fossiliferous , undolomitized
limestone, in two layers each about 2 feet thick (Niagara)
___----.------------------4 feet.
From loose fragments at this place the following fossils
were collected:
Acervularia davidsoni r,
AulacophyHum sp. r,
Cyathophyllum sp. c,
Cyst iphyllum americanum a,
Crinoid stems c,
Bryozoa c
,
Atrypa hystriz r,
Atrypa reticularis c,
Cyrt ina umbonata c
,
Pentamere11a arata r,
Pholidostrophia iowaensis c
,
Schizophoria striatula c,
Spirifer euryteines r,
Spirifer iowaensis c,
Hormotoma cf. maia r,
Platyceras echinatum r.
The appearance of the Devonian beds in the above
section is shown in figure 16.

Figure 16.
Exposure of Devonian limestone three and one
half miles south of Hardin, Calhoun county,
Illinois. The hammer rests on the Magara
formation and the hat lies on top or the
Devonian, which is here succeeded by the
Louisiana limestone.
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In tne west "bluff of the Illinois river, about 8 miles
south of Hardin, there is exposed in the southwest l/4 of section
35, township 11 south, range 2 west, the following layers, des-
cribed as section F.
:
F. 3. Limestone witn Devonian fossils- ----- 9 feet 6 inches.
Only about 5 feet of this formation appears above the chert
bearing zone described as E. 5 on a former page.
F. 2. Yellow colored dolomite (liagara ) exposed - -8 feet 3 inches.
Much of this formation is obscured by the talus, ^he total
thickness of tne Niagara at tnis place is estimated to be
20 to 25 feet.
F. 1. Blue shale (Maquoketa ) estimated ----- -20 to 25 feet.
Lying on top of the Devonian ledge are many fragments of the light
colored brittle Louisiana limestone, but no layers were observed
in place. The following fossils were collected from the Devonian
talus slope at this point:
Astraeospongia namiltonensis c
,
Acervularia davidsoni c,
Alveolites goldfussi r,
Aulacophyllum sulcatum c,
Cyst iphyllum americanum r,
Cystiphyllum conifoilis c,
Cyathophyllum sp. e,
Cladopora cryptodens c,
Crepidophyllum archiaci r,
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Favosites alpenensis c,
Favosites hamiltonensis c f
Stromatopora sp. r,
Striatopora rugosa c,
Bryozoa of several species c t
Atrypa reticularis c,
Cranaena iowensis (large form) r,
Cyrt ina hamiltonensis c t
Cyrt ina umbonata c,
Ortnothetes chemungensis r,
Pentamere 11a arat
a
c,
Pholidostrophia iowaensis a,
Product ella spinulicosta c,
Heticularia subundifera (near the bottom )r,
Schizaphoria striatnla a,
Spirifer euryteines c,
Spirifer iowaensis a,
Spirifer subvaricosus c,
Stropheodonta concava (? ) r,
Stropheodonta demissa a,
Tentaculites bellulus r,
Phacops rana r,
Ptyctodus calceoltis r,
The corals Acervularia davidsoni and Alveolites goldfussi occur
here near the very top of the Devonian, the surface of which is
much iron stained and shows a quartz it ic band. Cranaena iowensis
and Reticularia subundifera come from the lower part of the ledge.
1
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Spirifer iowaensis and Spirifer euryteines are also more abundant
in the lower half of the formation.
The following section, designated G, is well exposed
about two miles south of Monterey, in the southwest 1/ 4 of section
14, township IE south, range £ west, in Calhoun county.
G. 4. Bed of greenish gray shale (Kinderhook ) no fossils- 30 feet.
G. 3. Ledge of very hard, gray limestone, with a one -inch iron
stained band at the top------ ----1 foot 8 inches.
Pholidostrophia iowaensis a.
G. 2. Ledge of brown, cherty, impure limestone, weathering into thin
layers. -- --------------------4 feet.
Spirifer iowaensis c.
G. 1. Niagara limestone, cherty, and without fossils - -3 feet.
In the above section the memoers G.2 and G. 3 represent
the Devonian limestone which at this point has a thickness of less
than 6 feet.
Section of strata exposed along a creek in the east and
south parts of the town of Hamburg in Calhoun county, designated E.
K. 6. Bed of rather fine grained, shaly limestone, with undulating
bedding planes, weathering into thin layers- - 5 to 7 feet.
K. 5. Bed of fine grained, brittle limestone (Louisiana) in layers
4-8 inches thick 4 feet.
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K. 4. Layer of sub-sandy greenish shale (Kinderhook ) 1 foot.
Containing Spirifer marionensis .
K. 3. Very hard, coarse grained, gray limestone, with numerous
species of corals belonging to the genera Striatopora , Clado -
pora
,
Acervularia , Favosites , and many brachiopod shells
----- --1 foot 6 inches.
K. 2. Yellowish brown, cherty, impure limestone, containing Spirifer
iowaensis and many simple corals --------2 feet 6 inches
K. 1. Massive layers of very hard, fine grained non-dolomitized
limestone - from 1 to 2 l/2 feet thick. Remains of a large
Orthoceras are abundant in the upper ^ayer and casts of Penta -
merus oblongus are common below (Magara ) - - 12 feet.
The member K. 2 and K. 3 of the foregoing section, aggre-
gating a thickness of 4 feet, include all of the Devonian present
at this place.
A very interesting exposure occurs a few rods north of
the Monterey school house. A thickness of about 12 feet of the
Devonian beds is exposed at this point. These rest upon the Magara
dolomite which in turn, is underlain by Maquoketa shale. The entire
section of rocks exposed in this bluff aggregates a thickness of
about 120 feet. Owing to the removal of the overlying Mississippi
beds by erosion the greatest width of exposure of the Devonian
limestone observed in this region was found at this point. Many
fossils characteristic of the Devonian formation were found in the
talus slope. A specimen of Acervularia dayidsoni was found in
place near the weathered zone which marks the Post-Hiagaran land
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Interval. Spirifer iowaensis
,
Spirifer euryteines and Ret icularia
subundifora were also found in the lower part of the Devonian bed.
At the top of the section iron stained and somewhat weathered
coralla of Aoervularia davidsoni and Alveolites goldfussi were
found in considerable numbers. This exposure is very similar to
those described in sections E. and F. on a preceding page.
Prom a study of the foregoing sections and faunal lists
the Devonian strata in Jersey and Calhoun counties may be separated
into the following faunal zones, each zone being characterized by
the abundance of one or more species of fossils:
7. Aoervularia davidsoni and Alveolites goldfussi zone.
Cyrt ina umbonata zone.
5* Productella spinulicosta and Sohizephoria striatula zone.
4» Spirifer iowaensis
,
Spirifer euryteines and Atrypa hystrix
zone.
3. Pholidostrophia iowaensis and Stropheodonta demissa zone.
2. Orthothetes chemungensis and Stropheodonta perplana zone.
1. Cyst iphyHum americanum zone.
The thictoiess of the various zones varies from point to
point in the area. The total thickness of the Devonian strata
aggregates about 18 feet.
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Correlation and Conclusion.
A list of the fossils collected from the Devonian strata
in this region is given below. Those, which also occur in the
Middle Devonian strata of Iowa, are indicated by a cross in column
number 1. Those found in the Middle Devonian of southwestern
Illinois are indicated in the same manner in column 2. The names
of those species that occur in the Cedar Valley stage of the Middle
Devonian of Iowa are prefixed by a star.
The list of fossils occurring in the Devonian strata of
Iowa was compiled from the reports of the Iowa Geological survey.
The data on the fossils that ere found in the Hamilton beds of
southwestern Illinois was obtained from unpublished notes and stu-
dies made by Professor T. E. Savage.
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*Astraeospongia hamiltonensis Meek & V/orthen - - - - x
""Acervularia davidsoni Edwards & Hairae- ------ x
^Alveolites goldfussi Billings ----------- x
Aulacophyllnm sp. -
Aulacophylimn sulcatum D'Oroigny ---------- x x
Cladopora cryptodens Billings
Crepidophyllum arcniaci Billings ---------- x x
Cyathophyllum sp.
*CystiphyHum americanum Edwards & Haime ------ x x
*Cyst ipJiyllum conifollis Hall - -- -- -- -- -- - x
*Favosites alpenesis Winchell ------------ x
Pavosites hamiltonensis Rominger
Romingeria cf. cornuta Billings
*Striatopora rugosa Hall -------------- x
Stromatopora sp.
Crinoid remains, sp. undet.
Dolatocrimis sp.
Bryozoa of several species.
*Fenestella vera Ulrich- -------------- x
*Athyris fultonensis Swallow ------------ x x
*Atrypa hystrix Hall ---------------- x
*Atrypa reticularis Linnaeus ------------ x x
Atrypa spinosa Hall ---------------- x x
*Cranaena iowensis Calvin- ------------- x
*Cyrtina hamiltonensis Hall ------------- x x
*Cyrtina umbonata Hall --------------- x
*Orthothetes chemungensis Conrad ---------- x
*Pentamerella arata Conrad ------------- x
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*Pentamerella micula Hall ------------- x
Pholidostrophia iowaensis Owen - -- -- -- -- -- x x
Prodnctella spirralicosta Hall ----------- x x
*Prodnctella subalata Hall - -- -- -- -- -- -- x
*Retiaalaria submit! ifera Meek & Worthen ------ x
Schizophoria macfarlani Meek------------ x
*Schizophoria striatula Schlotheim --------- x
*Spirifer euryteines Owen ----- -------- x
*Spirifer iowaensis Owen- --- ---------- x
*Spirifer subvaricosus Hall & Whitfield- ------ x
Spirifer wortheni Hall
Stropneodonta concava (?) Hall- ---------- x
*Stropneodonta demissa Conrad ------------ x x
Tentaculites bellulns Hall ------------ x
Hormotoma cf. maia Hall
Platyceras dnmosum Conrad ------------- x
Platyceras echinatum Hall
Platyceras symnetricum Hall
Platyceras tnet is Hall --------------- x
Conocardium sp.
Glossites cf. teretis Hall
Modiomorpha mytiloidesf ? ) Hall
Kucula bellistriata Conrad
Paleoneilo plana Hall
Phthonia cylindrica Hall
*Phacops rana Green ----------------- x x
Proetns occidens Hall
Ptyctodxis calceolns IJewberry & Worthen - -- -- -- x
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The 1'ollowinc table shows the distribution or tne species
or Devonian fossils listed above.
Uumber of determined species --------- -41
Number of tnese occurring in the
Hamilton of southern Illinois - - - - - 14 or 34%
Number of these occurring in the
Hamilton of Iowa ------------- 32 or 78%
Number of these occurring in the Hamilton of
both regions- ------------- 11 or 27%
Number of these occurring in southern
Illinois but not in Iowa - - 3 or 7%
Number of these occurring in Iowa
"but not in southern Illinois ------ 22 or 54%
There is not doubt that the Devonian strata of this region
correspond with some part of tne Devonian beds of Iowa or the wes-
tern province and not witn those of southern Illinois, wnich belong
to the eastern or New York province. A comparison of tnis fauna
with that of the Iowa Devonian snows tnat of the 32 species which
are common to the two areas, 25 of tnem, or 78 per cent, are found
in the beds of the Cedar Valley stage. The strata of this stage in
Benton county, Iowa, are about eighty feet in thickness, and are
characterized by a Stromatoporoid reef occurring near the bottom,
above which occurs a reef of Acervularia devisoni .separated from
the former by a thickness of 10 to 50 feet of more or less fossili-
ferous limestone*. In tne section designated F. described on page
*(Savage, T. B. : Iowa Geol. Surv. XV. p. 196.)
47, the Acervularia horizon occurred at the top of the Devonian bed
but individuals were not present in sufficient numbers to form a
coral reef. Section K. showed tnis zone at the top, as did tne
exposure near the Monterey school house, although at tnis point a

specimen of Acervularia davidsoni was also found near the base of
the Devonian. In the lignt or these racts it is certain that the
Devonian of Calhoun and Jersey counties is of the same ape as that
portion of the Cedar Valley limestone of Iowa which lies between
the Stromatopora reef and the Acervularia davidsoni horizon.
The Devonian beds of tnis region are slightly older than
those occurring in Calloway county, Missouri. The Missouri see-
the
tion shows Acervularia davidsoni coral reef at the base and tneA
beds immediately succeeding this horizon are those of the upper
part of the Cedar Valley Stage of Iowa.* This difference in the
* (Savage, T. E. : Unpublished notes on the Devonian beds in
Calloway county, Missouri )
age of the beds is due to the greater elevation of the Calloway
county, Missouri, region at the time these Illinois Devonian de-
posits were laid down, after wnicn there was an upward warping of
the Illinois region, relative to tnat of the Missouri area, which
banished the sea from Jersey and Calhoun county area but permitted
sedimentation to continue further west in Missouri. Reference to
Prof. Schuchert's Paleograpnic map or late Hamilton time* figure
17, shows that the Devonian sea of tnis region was separated from
which
the Devonian sea of southern Illinois by a land axisAertended
towards the nortneast from Ozarkia^ called the Kankakee peninsula.
The sea advancing upon this region from the northwest did not sub-
merge the area under discussion until some time after the begin-
ning of the Cedar Valley stage, about the time represented in Iowa
by the Stomatoporoid reef.
Either a considerable portion of the Hamilton beds in
Illinois were removed by the pre -Mississippian erosion, or the sea
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MIDDl.i: DEVONIC (LATE HAMILTON)
Figure 17.
Paleographic map showing the distribution of land and
sea over North America during late Hamilton time
;
After Schuchert. The lined areas are thought to have
"been covered by the sea, while the unshaded portions
were land.
:
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withdrew towards tiio north and west at about the time Acervularia
davidsoni and other corals began to flourish in large numbers.
The local variations in the fauna and in the lithology
of the Devonian rocks in this region are such as might occur in a
rather shallow sea advancing upon a low lying region with a gently-
undulating surface, such as undoubtedly characterized the eroded
Niagara foundation upon which the Devonian beds were laid down.
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Physiography of the Region.
Relief.
In no locality in Illinois is the surface relief more
notable than in the region under discussion. The altitude varies,
within relatively short distances, from about 420 feet to a little
more than 850 feet above the level of the sea. The region embra-
ces two important Physiographic areas, first, the wide flood plains
of the Illinois and Mississippi rivers; and, second, the dissected
uplands
.
The transition from the lowland to the upland areas is
effected by the bluffs which occur almost everywhere along the
rivers, rising from 200 to 400 feet above the flood plains. These
often present a precipitous face to tne river, as shown in figure
7.
The lowlands present the characteristics of physiogra-
phic old age. The broad level flood plains abound in bayous and
lakes which result from the migration of the meanders of the
streams. Within the river channels many islands occur, indicating
the overloaded condition of tnese streams. The river channels are
sunk in alluvial material whicn covers the rock bottom of tne
valleys to a depth of many feet.
In marked contrast with the flood plain region is the
upland area. Here the aspect of the landscape is that of a region
in the mature stage of erosion. The bluffs are everywhere gashed
by ravines which extend back into tne nighlands for a varying dis-
tance depending upon the distance of tne divide from the major
stream.
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The great difference in the topography of the two regions,
indicated above, is largely due to stream action. At the close of
the Paleozoic era tnis region emerged from tne sea and must have
presented much the appearance of a level coast plain. Since that
time the forces of erosion have been constantly acting upon the ex-
posed surface. Long before tne advent of the glacial period the
Illinois and Mississippi rivers had excavated great valleys in the
uplifted plain. The large areas included in the river basins fur-
nished abundant water to the streams, and enabled them to carve
their channels nearly to base level, and to widen their valleys to
a breadth of several miles. Owing to subsidence since the greatest
uplift of the region, the valleys have been filled with alluvial
material to a depth of many feet.
The small streams of the area are dependent for tneir
cutting power upon local rainfall, and their valleys throughout
much of their courses, are yet in the youthful stage of the erosion
cycle.
The high land lying along the upthrow side of the fault
line owes a part of its general elevation to tne local uplifting
of the strata.
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Drainage.
The drainage of this region is accomplished by the
Mississippi river and its tributaries, the largest of which is tne
Illinois.
In Jersey county the uplifting of the stfrata, north of
the fault line, resulted in tne formation of a divide parallel with
the strike of tne uplift and likewise parallel with the courses of
the Illinois and Mississippi rivers, where their waters washthe
southern side of Jersey county. The slope south of the divide is
very short and relatively steep, while the northern siope, north of
the divide, is much longer and consequently more gradual. The ver-
tical distance to be descended, before the small streams on these
two slopes reach the level of tneir mains, is practically the same
on both sides of the divide. Owing to this fact the streams tra-
versing the southern slope have steep gradients while those which
find their way to the river on the more gentle nortnern slope flow
more slowly.
In Calhoun county, which is essentially a narrow ridge
only a few miles in width, tne streams are all snort and descend
to the rivers quite rapidly. The stream valleys on tne eastern
side of the county are, as a rule, slightly more rugged than those
on the western side. This is due to the fact that tne west side
of the county is more deeply buried beneath deposits of loess
which in many places obscure the outlines of the underlying rock
ledges.
Owing to the marked difference in the stage of develop-
ment of the larger streams of tnis region, they will be discussed
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separately.
The Mississippi River . The Mississippi rifer is by far
the largest stream in the area. It occupies a valley about five
miles in width the greater portion of its flood plain lying within
the boundary of Missouri. This stream is far advanced in tne cycle }
of erosion. Its history evidently dates back to the close of the
Paleozoic era. The valley wnicn it occupies represents the work
which, with many interuptions, it has accomplished in this region
since the Paleozoic time. Beginning as a stream of much smaller
size upon the uplifted plain it steadily deepened its valley near
to base level. After this its energy was mainly directed against
its bordering banks. As it swung back and forth over its flood
plain undercatting its bluffs now on one side and now on the other
it carved its valley constantly wider by lateral planation. When
elevation of the region occurred it promptly cut deeper its channel
and when subsidence of its basin reduced the slope of the valley,
a new grade was established by the deposition of alluvial material
upon the older rock floor. The lakes within tne flood plain, the
flood plain itself, and the islands witnin the present channel are
all evidences or the advance of old age.
The Illinois River. The history of the Illinois river is
much like that of the Mississippi, and as a result, similar features
were developed by its work.
Minor Streams. Everywhere along the Illinois and Missis-
sippi rivers small creeks come down from the highlands through tne
ratner steep, narrow valleys. While tnese smaller streams debauch
upon the flood plains of their majors on a level adjusted to tnat
of the larger streams^ they show a marked contrast to the rivers
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in their "behavior a short distance from them.
Mason 1 s Creek, occupying Llason's Hollow, two miles west
of Grafton, may he taken as an example of the minor streams. This
creek evidently began its work soon after the Illinois river star-
ted to sink its valley into the strata wnich are now exposed in
the river bluff. It began as a lateral gulley eroded in the bank
of the larger stream. Since that time it has advanced by head
erosion with lateral branches until its sources are now several
miles from the river. The growth of a stream always results in
the development of a valley, and the valley of Mason's creek repre
sents the work done in the lifetime of the stream.
In the lower portion of its course the stream has a
gentle slope and, in ordinary stages of water, flows quietly. In
this region the lateral slopes are gentle and, since the removal
of the timber, are cultivated with profit.
In tne middle portion of tne valley length, the lateral
slopes are steeper and the widtn less than in the lower portion
just described. The grade of the stream is steeper and many rock
fragments, some of them of large size, pave the bottom of the chan
nel. Still farther up the stream the typical youthful V-shaped
phase of valley prevails, and tne stream descends with a steep
gradient by a series of falls and rapids. The wagon road leading
up the valley follows the stream closely to this point, but from
here on to the level of tne upland it winds along a shelf cut into
the side of the ravine. From the level upland small gullies, cut
by recent rains, lead down to the ravine. These constantly increa
the length of the stream, and by advancing into the level country,
constantly enlarge its drainage basin and thus increases its
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cutting power.
After a heavy shower the creek becomes a torrent and, in
the upper part of its course, rolls huge blocks of rock along its
bed, and carries smaller fragments which are dropped when the more
gradual part <kf its descent is reached. Few angular fragments are
found in tne middle or lower portion of the stream's course. All
show evidence of much wear by being rolled along the stream bed.
The smaller fragments are carried down to the floodplain and are
often deposited as a delta at the river's edge.
It may be seen from the foregoing description that the
stream is a sort of mill in which the larger masses or rock, wnich
have fallen into the channel in tne upper reaches of the stream,
are gradually ground into fragments of sucn size tnat they may be
carried by the stream even where the gradient is gradual.
The rock material is loosened and removed from the ledges
in the manner explained aoove. The work to be done is great in
proportion to the energy of tne streams by wnich it is accomplished
For tnis reason the smallest streams have not nearly completed the
task before them, notwithstanding the long period during which they
have been acting. What is seen to be true in the case of Mason's
Creek is likewise true of the many small streams in all of tnis
region. The mature aspect of tne upland topography is this ex-
plained.
Steams north of the uplift divide. As stated in a for-
mer paragraph, Otter creek is the northern boundary or tnis region.
It is the largest stream that renders tribute to the Illinois river
in the area under consideration. It has a length of about 15 miles
and has a well developed dendritic system of tributaries. This
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creek has already secured for itself a drainage basin of wide extent,
and its appearance is that of a stream much farther advanced in tho
erosion oycle than most of the smaller streams of this area. It
has advanced so far in the cycle that a floodplain three-quarters
of a mile in width has been developed along the lower part of its
course, over which oxbowlakes have been developed by its meanders.
Coon creek is another example of the streams developed north of the
fault line, but is not so far advanced as Otter creek.
Physiographic features developed by erosion.
The dissected upland areas abound in examples of land
forms which develop in a region that has advanced to the mature
stage of erosion. Examples of a few of the characteristic land
forms will be described in the following paragraphs.
Cliffs. One of the best examples of this physiographic
feature is found near Chautauqua, Jersey county, as shown in figure
6. The cliffs here rise abruptly almost from the water's edge, to
a height of more than 250 feet. They are carved out of the Missis-
sippi limestones and the lefltge faces show the characteristic wea-
thering of these formations. At the right and left of the nearer
cliff in the figure may be seen the deep narrow valleys through
which the streams reach the river.
• Ridges
.
A ridge of notable proportions may be seen for
a distance north of tne Monterey school nouse, on the east side of
Calhoun county. ITear the school house a creek emerges from the up-
land and crosses the flood plain of tne Illinois to join the river.
This stream has several tributaries, one of which flows for about
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one mile parallel with the Illinois river and only a short distance
west of the bluff "bordering the floodplain. The divide between the
creek and the river is a narrow ridge only a few rods in w^h at the
top. The crest of the ridge is about 120 feet above the floodplains
of the streams. The slopes of the ridge are very steep. Cols
have already been developed in the crest of the ridge, toward its
northern end, and it is clear that its once level crest line will
soon become a series of low peaks, separated by transverse valleys.
Eventually there will remain of the ridge only a number of low hills
of circumdenudation. The appearance of the northern part of this
ridge is shown at the right in figure 18. Farther to the right lies
the valley of the Illinois. To the left is seen the valley of tne
small stream described on a preceding page. Many ridges of this
kind are found in both Calhoun and Jersey counties, and all alike
represent portions of the original plain which has for ages been in
the process of dissection.
Hills of Circumdenudation. Hills due to the removal of
surrounding material "by erosion are common in this region. Conspi-
cuous examples accur along the west side of Calhoun county, south of
Batchtown. Here outliers of Uiagara limestone have locally protec-
ted the undelying Maquoketa shale from the general denudation which
this immediate region has suffered. As a consequence there are left"
such butte-like hills capped with resistant rocks, standing from a
few to 100 or more feet above the level of the surrounding land.
The processes wnich gave rise to these hills are operating
on the top of ridge described above. Hear the southern end of tnis
ridge the forest has been recently removed and the shale wnich here
immediately underlying the superficial materials has since been
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Figure 18.
A characteristic stream valley in Calhoun county.
The ridge on the right is the divide between the
Illinois river and a stream that flows for some
distance parallel with it, described in the pre-
ceding page. Uote the formation or gullies since
the removal of the timber.
The planting of the slopes with apple trees is
a common practice in tnis region.
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rapidly eroded.
The mounds seen in figures 19 and 20 are miniature buttos
due to the removal of the surrounding material in the same manner
as the larger hills described above.
Unconformities
.
The development of great unconformities
which oiten separate the deposits of one geological system from
those of another is well illustrated in figures 19 and £0. In the
foreground the Devonian limestone forms the surface and farther
hack the Kinderhook shale is seen in process of removal. It is a
matter of but a few years oefore all trace of this later formation
will have disappeared from the surface of the Devonian. In a simi-
lar way the Mississippian limestone, wnich formerly overlay the
Kinderhook shale has almost vanisned, the only traces now remaining
are the few limestone fragments lying over the surface as seen in
the figures. During the past geologic time such land conditions
have often prevailed, and great thicknesses of rock strata have
been removed from time to time over wide areas. The beds deposited
in the sea when it next advanced upon tne land, after a period of
erosion, may thus lie upon strata of a very much earlier age, all
traces of the intervening strata having been lost.
The Calhoun county divide. The divide between the
Mississippi and Illinois rivers forms the crest of Calhoun county.
Owing to the development of ravines wnicn lead to the rivers the
divide in many places is very narrow. Where the Cilead -Hardin wa-
gon road crosses this divide the crest is so narrow that the ob-
server, looking to the west across a maze of steep ravines, may
see the waters of the Mississippi river, tnree miles distant. Look
ing eastward from the same point over a similar maze of hills, he
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Figure 19.
View showing, in the foreground, the surface of
the Devonian limestone. In the background are
mounds of Kinderhook shale and masses of Missis -
sippian limestones which represent the lastremnants
in the denudation of the strata of the Mississipian
system at this locality. This figure shows how un-
conformities may he produced by erosion.
Near Monterey, in Calhoun county.
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oan discern the silver surface of the Illinois about the same dis-
tance away. Cols, or valleys crossing the divide^are already being
developed along the crest, indicating tnat the region is passing
the erosion stage of maturity, and that further denudation will re-
of
suit in the reduction of the relief, the loweringAthe divide, and
the subduing of the slopes.
Physiographic features due to deposition.
Among the more important physiographic features of this
region, are floodplains, deltas or alluvial fans, sand bars^ and
islands.
Floodplains . As previously explained the broad flood
-
plains of the Illinois and Mississippi rivers are due to deposition
of alluvial material over the river valleys. Owing to a reduction
of the gradient of these streams their valleys were aggraded to
a depth of many feet by the overloading^s^tifeanis by their more rapid-
ly eroding tributaries. In addition to this material much rock
waste has been carried down from the upland area and spread over the
•floodplains. Every stream that descended from the highlands has
brought its quota of rock waste. The greater portion of this load
was dropped at the foot of the steeper slope, where the stream
emerged upon the level lowland. Sheet wash of the rains
x
and the
constant action of gravity have also contributed a share of the talus
that borders the base of the bluffs.
Deltas. Where the streams join the rivers the velocity of
their current is greatly reduced, and material once carried in sus-
pension in the swifter currents is dropped. In this manner small
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Figure 20.
A detail from figure 19, The small mounds are
the result of circumdenudation,and are composed
of Kinderhook shale.
Monterey, Calhoun county, Illinois.
4
deltas are formed, which are usually exposed in times of low water.
The velocity of these small streams varies with their
volume and,after heavy rains, fragments of rock are carried down
and spread on the deltas. Under ordinary conditions the volume of
water flowing down these small streams ismuch less, and the mate-
rial carried is of a much finer nature. Aview of one of those
small deltas, formed at the mouth of a creek a short distance east
of Grafton, is shown in figure 21.
Sand "bars. At many places along the principal rivers,
where the velocity of their flow is checked, sand bars have been
formed. Deposits of this kind were observed in a number of places
on the down stream side of the small deltas.
Islands
.
Islands in the channel of both of the large
rivers are quite numerous. In tne Illinois river channel, Six Mile
island and Twelve Mile island are good examples. Three islands
occur at the confuence of the Illinois and Mississippi rivers. The
Illinois meets the Mississippi river at an angle of about 90°. As
a result of the discharge of the water of the Illinois river into
the Mississippi at such an angle, tne velocity of the water of
both streams is checked at this place. The deposit of such part of
the load as the waters are unable to carry after their velocity is
thus reduced has resulted in the formation of tne islands above
mentioned.
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Figure 21.
A delta at the mouth of a small creek which
joins the Mississippi river a short distance
east of Grafton. After heavy rains this small
stream becomes a torrent, and carries large
rock fragments from the talus slopes farther
up its valley
.
»
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Physiographic features due wholly^or in part^to the
structure of the region.
The principal features of the topography^ due to defor-
mation of the strata ,occur in the immediate vicinity of the fault
line, although gentle undulations and minor faults are found tnrou^ii
out the region.
The fault valley. A more or less well developed rift or
valley occurs along the fault line across Calhoun county and also
appears with the fault in Jersey county. In Calhoun county two
creeks occupy the rift, one of wnich flows westward and joins the
Mississippi river at Dogtovm Landing. The other stream follows an
easterly course and cuts the Illinois river bluff in section 35,
township 1£, south, range 2 west. In the valley of the westerly
flowing creek the Maquoketa shale on the north side of the fault
lies on a level with the Mississippian limestone on the south side.
The limestone has resisted erosion more tnan the shale and forms
a rather steep bluff on the down throw side of tne fault line.
The slope developed on the Maquoketa shale, like shale slopes in
general, is much more gentle. Figure 22 shows a view looking
down tnis fault valley from the point where tne wagon road crosses
the creek
;
about one -fourth mile north of Beechville,
In Jersey county the fault valley presents a somewhat
different aspect. The updragged Mississippian strata south of the
fault line
>
shown in figure 1, have developed into a typical hogback
an
withAabrupt slope. This ridge extends from near the residence of
Levi Simpson, in section 9, township 6 north, range 13 west, east-
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Figure £2.
Looking west down the fault valley in Calhoun
county, one -fourth mile Horth of Beechville.
The steep slope on the left is Mississippian
limestone. The gentle slope on the right is
developed over the Maquoketa shale.
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ward to a point near the Brussels (Deer Plain) Ferry. Horth of
the hogback the Maquoketa shale lies at the same level as the Mis-
sissippian limestone. Erosion in this shale has resulted in the
formation of a valley with a steep Mississippian slope on its south
side and the characteristic gentle Maquoketa slope on the north, as i
on the west side of Calhoun county. Hear the level of the uplands
the Uiagara formation may he seen capping tne tops of the hills.
A number of streams have developed headward from the river and
carved transverse valleys through the hogback ridge and across the
general zone of disturbance. The location of these valleys was,
no doubt , determined by fractures or small faults at right angles
to the strike of the strata. Just north of the Mississippian up-
drag a number of the streams have developed tributaries parallel
with the hogback. Figure 23 shows the appearance of this valley
viewed from the north slope of the nogback a snort distance west
of the ferry mentioned above. At tne left the ridge is visible^
and the gap through wnich a small stream crosses it is also snown.
Beyond this gap the steep slopes of the hogback are again seen.
At the right a portion of the gentle Maquoketa slope may he observec
Plate III shows an ideal section across the fault valley. The
Trenton limestones probably underlie the shales, but they do not
outcrop in this immediate vicinity.
Up -dragged strata. When the beds on the upthrow side of
the fault were elevated, tne strata on the downthrow side were
dragged upward as shown in figure 1. At Dogtown Landing a huge
block of the Mississippian limestone was broken off by the upward
movement of the rocks on the upthrow side. The strata within this
block were drawn upward to such an extent that they now lie in an

plate nr.
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Figure 23.
View of a valley along the fault line in Jersey
county. The ridge on the left is due to the up-
drag of Mississippian limestone. The gentle
slope on the right is over the Haquoketa shale.
Farther up this slope the Uiagara blocks appear
at the tops of the hill.
-4
——-— =
—
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almost vertical position.
Down-drafted strata. At Dogtown Landing the St. Peter
sandstone may be seen dipping toward the fault. This down -dragging
of edges, adjacent to the fanlt line on the upthrow side, was due
to friction against the rocks on the down throw side as the strata
moved upward.
Minor faults. Faults of small magnitude may he seen at
a number of points in this area. In the bed of the creek that
enters the Mississippi river near the Powder Works, one mile east
of Grafton, the Devonian limestone occurs in the bottom of the
creek near the railroad trestle ?and in a ravine a few rods west of
this point the same strata are found in place 70 feet above the bed
of the creek. One -half mile north of Hardin, in Calhoun county,
the Devonian limestone appears in the bottom of a small stream,
while a few rods south of this point it occurs in the side of tbe
bluff 40 feet above the level of the creek bed. The difference in
the level of the Devonian limestone in both instances is due to
local faulting. There is little doubt that the location of a num-
ber of the small streams that descend from the uplands is due to
faults of this character.
Folds. Slight undulations appear in the strata at a
number of exposures along the river bluff. A good example of this
kind of structure occurs in the west part of the town of Grafton,
in Jersey county.
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The physiographic expression of the geolog ic formations.
The fact that the topography of a region depends largely
upon the character of the underlying rocks is well illustrated in
the area under discussion. The softer rocks are easily eroded and
the cycle of erosion progresses rapidly over areas underlain by
such strata. The harder rocks yield less readily to the forces of
denudation, and hence a region in which hard strata immediately
underlie the surficial materials remains longer in the earlier
stages of erosion. The application of this principle to the
topography of this region may be best shown by a brief description
of the physiographic expression of each of the important geologic
formations.
The St. Peter sandstone. Beginning with the lowest strata
exposed in this region, the first formation of any significance as
a feature in the topography is the St. Peter sandstone. Its influ-
ence, as in the case of tne otner formations, is limited to tne
immediate area of its outcrop. This comprises a narrow belt, about
one mile in length, extending along the Mississippi river from
West Point to Dogtown Landing. This rock resists the agencies of
weathering to such a degree that the strata stand in fairly steep
bluffis bordering the rivers. The outcrop here is quite a conspi-
cuous feature, and was designated Cap au Gre.s (Sandstone Headland)
by the early French explorers. Figure 2 shows the appearance of
this sandstone in the river's bank.
The Trenton limestones. This group of formations, like
the St. Peter sandstone, is limited to a small area in the vicini-,
ty of the great fault. As stated elsewhere in this paper, they
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are represented in the bluffs alone *ke west si4e of "both Calhoun
and Jersey counties. These strata form precipitous ledges wherever
a considerable thickness of the limestone is exposed. The Kiramswick
limestone, the upper member of this group of formations, is conspi-
cuous in the valleys of the streams between West Point Landing and
the village of Gilead in Calhoun county. In some places caverns
are developed in tnis limestone,as at Big Cave Spring on Madison
creek, about four miles south of Batchtown.
The Maquoketa shale. The Maquoketa shale, as stated on a
previous page, consists of soft material. At some horizons it is
scarcely harder than ordinary clay. Owing to its great thickness,
and to the wide area of its outcrop, it is one of the most important
formations in the region. Where exposed "by the removal of the over-
lying strata, its surface is trenched with valleys owing to the
ease of erosion. The shale weathers so rapidly and creeps so readi-
ly that in the bluffs beneath the Niagara limestone, the latter
rocks are usually undermined so as to form overhanging ledges.
The valleys in the Maquoketa shale are characterized by
gradual slopes^ owing to the slumping and rapid weathering of the
the
shale materials. These gentle slopes furnish to^farmer and fruit
grower an area of fertile, well drained land bordering the streams.
Typical slopes, as they are developed over the Maquoketa shale,
are shown in figures 22 and 23.
Blocks of the overlying Niagara dolomite may usually be
seen on the shale surface far from their parent ledges. These
blocks, often of great size, are slowly creeping down the sl&pe un-
der the influence of gravity. They are continually growing smaller
through weathering, and are finally removed piece meal by the
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streams.
Springs are a conspicuous feature in regions where the
upper part of the Maquoketa shale is exposed. A part of the rain
fall sinks into the rather porous beds which lie above the shale.
Through these porous strata the water percolates until it reaches
the top of the impervious shale. It then moves in a horizontal di-
rection and issues at the surface where streams have cut through
the overlying Niagara beds, and into the top of the shale* Wiiere
ever the line of contact "between the shale and the overlying dolo-
mite is exposed, springs abound. Many of them are perrenial in
their flow. Along the wagon road south of Hardin may he seen nu-
merous springs which are due to the conditions described above.
The Niagara dolomite . The Niagara dolomite is pre-emi-
nently a cliff forming formation. Owing to its composition which is
largely a calcium-magnesium carbonate, it does not weatner rapidly.
The rather thick bedding of these strata also hinders the process
of disintigration by limiting the amount of surface which may be
attacked "by the agents of weathering.
The exposed surface of tnis formation has a characteristic
vesicular appearance and is usually of a dirty yellowish color, by
which characters, as well as by its composition, it is readily dis-
tinguished from other rocks of the region.
The cliffs for a distance of several miles along the ri-
vers north of the fault line, in both Jersey and Calhoun counties,
are composed wholly or in large part of the Niagara "beds.
That portion of the valleys of the smaller streams which
lies within the Niagara formation is usmally characterized "by pre-
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cipitous sides, and has a steep gradient over which the water de-
scends in a series of rapids and falls, the latter sometimes reach-
ing a height of lb feet. The Niagara ledges often cap the hills of
Maquoketa shale, and owing to the greater steepness of the slope
which is due to the more resistant nature of tne material, they
have not been deforested. Examples of gentle shale slopes capped
"by a scarp tit the Niagara formation occur along the wagon road
south of Gilead, on the west side of Calhoun county. Characteris-
tic Niagara exposures are shown in figures 9 and 10.
The Devonian limestone. Owing to its SLight thickness the
Devonian limestone does not form a conspicuous feature of the topo-
graphy of this area. In the bluffs it usually adds a few feet in
height to the Niagaran cliff, and often yields a large amount of
talus material. In the stream channels, however, owing to tne more
rapid rate at wnich it is eroded, this formation usually gives rise
to one or two low falls a few rods farther up tne stream than the
point where the water descends over the topmost layer of the Niagars
beds. The usual appearance of the Devonian strata^ in outcroppings
along many of the small streams A is snown in figure 14. In this
picture the foam on the water is the result of its rapid descent
over the Devonian ledge a few rods farther up the stream.
The Kinderhook shale. The Kinderhook shale is somewnat
more resitant than that of the Maquoketa and, as a result, its
slopes are somewnat steeper. The inclination of tne slope of these
two shale formations is characteristic in each case, by which the
one may usually be distinguisned from tne other^even when the asso-
"i
ciated formations are not exposed. The slumping Niagara blocks, so
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characteristic of the Llaquoketa slope, are replaced on the Kinder-
hook slope "by a large amount of cnert fragments, the result of
weathering of the overlying tnin bedded, chert -bearing Eississip-
pian limestones.
Along the line of contact of the Kinderhook shale with
the limestone which succeeds it, tnere is a zone of springs deter-
mined "by a set of conditions similar to those described in connec-
tion with the springs occurring above the Maquoketa shale. An ex-
cellent spring issuing at the top of the Kinderhook shale occurs
in the Piasa Assembly grounds at Chautauqua, two and one -half miles
east of Grafton.
Where the streams How over the Kinderhook shale their
valleys are wider and tneir hounding slopes are more gentle than
wherethey are bordered by either the underlying Niagara "beds or
the overlying Mississippian limestones.
The Mississippian limestone. These strata, like the Nia-
gara beds, are important cliff makers. At many points along Doth
the Illinois and Mississippi rivers tney make up the entire bluff,
as in the west bluff at Chautauqua, shown in figure 6.
Owing to tne more rapid weathering of some of the lower
layers, overhanging ledges are common. Many of these show the
effect of wind action. The prevailing light -gray color of the
rocks and their peculiar method of weathering are distinguishing
characteristics of the bluff.
-se
The stream channels excavated in theArocks are generally
narrow^with steep sides. The weathered slopes are usually covered
with chert fragments mingled with residual red clay. Sink holes
and sinke hole drainage constitute important features in the topo-
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Figure £4.
A sink hole in which the outlet has been obstructed,
resulting in a small circular lake. Seen a few
rods south of the fault line, near Beechville,
in Calhoun cotmty.
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graphy of the Mississippian area for some distance 30uth of the
fault line, in Calhoun county. The water percolates readily through
the loose superficial materials to the surface of the limestone and
then follows the joints in the strata, enlarging them by slowly dis-
solving the limestone, thus forming subterranean cnannels. The fine
surface material is also carried downward through the enlarged joints
to such an extent that circular, hopper-like depressions are formed.
By these means a system or snort valleys are developed, terminating
in the sink hole proper in which the water finds access to an under-
ground passage. This subterranean pas sage
>
leading downward in some
o±* the smaller sinks^ often becomes partially or entirely obstruc-
ted. Under these conditions a small lake or pond comes to occupy
the sink, as shown iifi figure 24. Figure 25 shows a sink hole to
which several snort valleys converge^ situated near the tree in the
center of the picture. Such sinks were also observed in Jersey
county and, like caverns, they are developed onl# in regions which
are underlain by limestone strata of considerable thickness.
The loess. The bluffs along both the Illinois and Missis-
sippi rivers are capped by a deposit of loess from ten to fifty
feet in thickness. The eastern banks of these streams have much
deeper and more extensive loess deposits than the western, for rea-
sons explained elsewhere in this paper, \7hen erosion is active or
where excavations are made in it, the loess stands for a long time
in almost vertical walls. In such places cliff swallows have exca-
vated homes for them selves in countless numbers.
The deposition of loess was greatest on the top of the
bluff adjacent to the valleys, as a result the surface often
slopes away from the streams at some distance from the valleys.
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Figure 25.
Sink hole topography over the area underlain
by limestone; a few rods south of the fault
line, near Beeehville, in Calhoun county.
The drainage of this valley is entirely
subterranean.
A
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Where the loess mantle covers the slope , as it does over
large areas in this region, the removal of the forest and subse-
quent cultivation of the land have permitted the rapid developemont
of gullies. Characteristic exposures of loess are shown in figures
8, 9, and 10.
Conclusion*
From the foregoing discussion it may he seen that the
physiographic features of this region have "been, to a very great
extent, carved by the agents of erosion. The unusual relief and
dissection of the region has been made possible by the presence
of the large rivers with valleys lying 300 to 400 feet below the
level of the uplands, thus furnishing a steep gradient for the
smaller streams. Under the action of erosion the unequal hardness
of the several rock formations has determined many minor topogra-
phic forms.
The great dominance of the processes of erosion in de-
termining the Physiography of the region appears in the fact that
the fault scarp on the north side of the fault line, that must
have been elevated to a height of several hundred feet above the
level of the surface south of the fault line, has been entirely
planed down. The present surface adjacent to the fault line on
the north is frequently even lower than that on the south, ov/ing
to the more easy erosion of the uppermost strata now exposed in
that region.
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